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Arts + Leisure is excited to annouce ASS, BACKWARDSS, an immersive 
installation of work by interdisciplinary artist George Jenne. Fusing his 
experience as a prop maker with his obsession for films, Jenne’s work 
interrogates cinematic structure and the process of storytelling within an open-
ended, experimental framework. 

For ASS, BACKWARDSS, Jenne has created an “office” setting which envelopes 
the front half of the gallery, transforming the space into a physical analog of his 
filmic environments. The body of work also includes three single channel videos 
along with a group of photographic prints depicting props of mutilated and 
severed body parts. Shown in “cheap, random frames,” the prints capture the 
narrative of the installation and reflect Jenne's attraction to DIY aspects of 
cinema.  

In Jenne's videos, particular films have a symbolic, totemic quality, and their 
particular connotations are often inextricably weaved into the storytelling arc of 
his narratives. In Mine Eyes Have Seen the Gory, the protagonist moves 
discursively from true crime scenarios (a kidnapping, murder, and decapitation 
described by America's Most Wanted) to their parallels in cinema (the head of a 
Nazi melting in Raiders of the Lost Ark), concluding that “the two deaths are at 
once, intertwined and irreconcilable.” The character then turns to books about 
prop making for horror films, uniting the narrative in an infinite loop of reality, film, 
and the physical nuts-and-bolts of cinematography.  

Jenne's encyclopedic consumption of films informs his artistic process. In Be 
Kind Rewind, an artist statement of sorts, he asserts that “watching movies, 
indiscriminately, is part of the daily work of a video artist,” adding that an 
“insatiable need surges when I contemplate the 2,861 movies released 



theatrically, worldwide, in my birth year alone. Based on that calculation, the 
volume of flicks that I have not yet seen provokes a staggering, lonely thought.” 
Jenne is particularly drawn to films that lie on the peripherals of the main stream, 
and his penchant for horror tropes is a current that runs through much of his 
work, including the videos shown in Quietly, Karen Black, his 2015 solo exhibition 
at Freight+Volume.  
 
George Jenne's background in the film industry, which includes working as a 
mold maker at Jim Henson's Creature Shop in Hollywood, and as a 
cinematographer on low budget music videos, informs his relationship to the 
material aspects of his work, in which "cheap plastic is paramount" and "the 
faker, the better." He worked as a movie prop-maker in New York while exhibiting 
at spaces in Manhattan and Brooklyn, such as Exit Art, P.S.122, and Jack the 
Pelican Presents, to name a few. He has also exhibited at Freight+Volume in 
New York City, the Nasher Museum at Duke University, the Speed Museum in 
Louisville, KY, the Contemporary Art Museum in Raleigh, NC, Civilian Art 
Projects in Washington, DC, and many more. He has been a Creative Capital 
award finalist and was shortlisted for the Gibbes Museum 1858 Prize. He has 
attended residencies in Provincetown, MA, twice at the Fine Arts Work Center, 
as well as the DNA Summer Artist Residency program. Most recently, he was a 
MacDowell Colony Fellow in Peterborough, NH. He graduated from the Rhode 
Island School of Design where he served as adjunct faculty in the film, animation, 
and video department. He received an MFA from the University of North 
Carolina, in Chapel Hill, where he currently lives. 
 
Please join us for the opening reception with the artist on Saturday, January 6th 
from 7 to 10pm. A limited edition, full-color artist’s book will be published to 
accompany the exhibition. For more information, contact 
nick@freightandvolume.com, or call 212.691.7700. 
 


